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1. INTRODUCTION
Abstract - Large orbital platforms provide unique and
essential space-based capabilities for science, intelligence,
and defense missions potentially supporting very large
aperture imagers, antenna farms, SARs, radiometers and
other systems. Io order to provide maximum return on the
investment required, it is essential to have a significant
autonomous on-orbit servicing, upgrade and repair
capability such that the platform can operate successfully
for decades and have new capabilities added to it. The
dependence on human upgrades on-orbit must diminish as
we go farther in space tn minimize the risk to life. In order
for such autonomous operations to be practical, current
technologies from robotics, distributed computing, and
spacecraft operation need to be integrated and demonstrated.
We are exploring the application of collaborative control
strategies designed for multi-agent critical systems[l], as
well as network and distributed agent computing to
demonstrate some of the basic functionality needed to
coordinate tasks autonomously in a dynamic environment.
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In a distributed environment such as an orbital platform,
multiple autonomous agents such as the orbital platform
controller, various resupply vehicles and local maintenance
vehicles are each operating to a local plan incorporating runtime cooperation to achieve team goals in mission critical
domains. A critical problem from a systems controls
perspective is the autonomous exchange of relevant task and
mission information and arranging the necessary resources
and manuevers to be assigned and executed. Since each
agent is either operating autonomously, in a human guided
role, or under direct operator control in a heterogeneous
operating environment, there must he a common language to
coordinate activities successfully.
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Consider an example scenario where a orbital transfer cargo
vehicle arrives at a geosynchronous platform with a fuel
tank resupply and a new payload module (Fig. I). To
complete the resupply and payload upgrade, several tasks
must he completed autonomously for the mission to he
successful. In order for this to be accomplished, it is
necessary to generate a "work order" which defines the
tasks, phases and resources as well as new parameters or
software to be uploaded on completion. Once all the
resources are assigned, maneuvers must he planned and
executed to move the fuel module and payload module into
the proper locations while avoiding collisions with each
other, removing any old elements as well as avoiding
mobile elements io the environment (solar arrays, antennas,
etc). Once the new modules move into their docked
positions, the platform system must be updated to reflect the
new mass properties, the new fuel load as well as the the
payload capabilities and any associated processing
algorithm updates. This must take place io an environment
where processing hardware and operating systems may he
different so a virtual runtime environment becomes an
important element to consider.

The install task that is generated contains sufficient
information for the servicehot to evaluate its capability to
perform the task within the constrains
Task Install
* Requires carrier-connect
Requires transport:fuelcell
* Start task
#get tank from O W and connect to OP socket 3
- moveto 0TV:socket 1
- attach fuelcellxarrier-connect
- disconnect fuelcell fiom 0TV:socket I
wait until clear 0P:socket 3
- moveto 0P:socket 3
- connect fuelce1l:fuel-connect to 0P:socket 3
update 0P:status
unattach fuelcel1:carrierconnect
* Release task

-

-

In ow scenario, the cargo vessel provides the platform with
a Bill-Of Materials @OM) which provides necessary
information on the cargo that is being delivered (Fig. 2).
The platform master planner task reads the BOM and
proceeds to evaluate what to do with it:
*
*

*
*

*

-

*

Check available docking connections
- no available connections
Check current fuel tank inventory and status
- locate empty tank which can he replaced
- reserve connection for new tank
Assign new fuel tank to dock connection
Generate task to remove empty tank
- requires servicehot
- requires destination orbit parameters
Generate task to install new fuel tank
requires servicehot
-must he completed in 24 hour.
Publish task requests to "work hoard" for bidding
Recheck task status to guarantee transaction can he
completed
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At this point, the sequence of tasks is broken down so that
they can he accepted by potentially more than one
servicehot. The tasks are linked though and must he
completed in order for the overall task to he successful.
Agents such as the servicehots will bid on the tasks and
specify their capability to complete the tasks. Since both the
removal and install tasks must be completed sequentially
and within a time constraint, they can he grouped into a
transaction. Tasks that are grouped into transactions must
be guaranteed completion as a group or the tasks rebid. If
the transaction cannot be guaranteed, resources may have to
be preempted to allow the tasks to complete.
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Figure 1. Example of a Orbital Platform Resupply Scenario
The servicebot must evaluate the task request to determine
if it has the required resources (i.e. can it handle the fuel cell
and does it have the proper connectors). It then must
determine the time and resources to complete the manuevers
required to get to the OTV, retrieve the fueltank and move
to the platform socket and r e t m to its dock. This requires
determining relative orbital vectors for the maneuver start
and end locations as well as the potential flight path
maneuvers required to reach the destination location(Fig. 3).
The result of this evaluation is returned to the planner as
part of the task "bid". The task planner then evaluates all
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"bids" to find the combination which can successfully
complete the transaction within the specified constraints.
Bill of Materials Spedties Cargo and Properties
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This controller synthesis process can occur both offline,
before the system begins operating in the environment, and
online, during execution of phase controllen(Fig.4) . Online
controller synthesis is used to adapt to changing
circumstances and to continually improve the quality of
controllers for current and future mission phases. The
controller synthesis process operates under the control of
~MASA-CIRCA'S
~ e n t i ~ ~Adaptive
K e ~ Mission Planner (AMP) (Fig.5).
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Figure 2 -Example of Cargo Bill of Materials @OM)

3. COOPERATIVE REAL-TIME CONTROL
ARCHITECTURE (CIRCA)
A key element in our approach to coordinating the realtime
planning by each of the agents is to use the Multi-Agent
Self-Adaptive Cooperative Intelligent Real-Time Control
Architecture (MASA-CIRCA) which has been developed
for missions such as coordinated Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
(UAV) operation[3].
MASA-CIRCA is a domainindependent architecwe for intelligent, self-adaptive
autonomous control systems that can be applied to hard realtime, mission-critical applications. MASA-CIRCA includes
a Controller Synthesis Module (CSM) that can
automatically synthesize reactive controllers for
environments that include timed discrete dynamics. In order
to best tailor its behavior to the current context, MASACIRCA will sequence through a number of different
controllers, one for each phase of the mission (see Figure 1).

Figure 4 - MASA-ClRCA Agents Sequence Through
Multiple Timed Controllers Over the course of Multiple
Phase Plans.

Figure 5. CIRCA Architecture

Figure 3. Computing Real-time Maneuver Plans

Individual CIRCA agents make guarantees of system safety
by automatically building reactive control plans that
guarantee to preempt all forms of system failure. By
preempt, we mean that an action is planned to disable the
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preconditions of a potential failure, and that the action is
time-constrained to definitely occur before the failure could
possible occur. In our example, it is required the the new
fuel cell is installed within a certain time interval after the
rendezvous with the OTV (Fig. 6).

In the case of the fuel cell replacement task the time interval
has to account for the time required to collect and evaluate
agent "bids" as well as the wont case time to execute the
remove and install subtasks.
A'lfailurc

= ATbid

+ ATrcmavc + ATTtask interval + Tinstall + ATdclay ( I )

The associated TAP which listens for agent bids is
scheduled sufficiently often that the associated tasks can be
completed under worst case conditions. Since the remove
and install tasks have been identified as a transaction, bids
will not be accepted unless both tasks can be completed in
the proper order and within the time constraints. Selecting a
worst case time for scheduling is an issue as the maneuver
times are determined dynamically by the servicebots based
on their current location and the flight path they require to
complete the tasks.

4. AUTONOMOUS COMMUNICATION
AND COORDlNATlON BETWEEN
INDEPENDENT MODULES (AGENTS)

Figure 6. Simple Failure Preemption Example
CIRCA builds its reactive plans in the form of Test-Action
Pairs (TAPS) that test for a particular situation and invoke a
planned response (Fig. 7).
The 181881lime we can 8uul a respanse
IO the event
and Mfl mmpl@e

A common issue in the scenarios described is the desired
capability for autonomous discovery of all of the modules
in the local space and their associated resource capabilities
as well as a method for passing messages to implement the
CIRCA collaborative control scheme.
Based on
foundations of Autonomous Agent communication, each
Module can be considered an independent agent and
exchange messages with other agents based on an agent
communication language(ACL). In our example, various
modules may be configured differently during various
mission phases depending on the function and capabilities
of each (Fig. 8)
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Figure. 8 Multiple Modules Acting as Independent
Agents
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Figure 7. CLRCA Schedules TAP Intervals to Preclude
Failure

Messages need to be exchanged on different channels
depending on the service invoked[4]. At the top level, each
mission is controlled by a top level work order (task plan)
which specifies the phases, goals and milestones for each
specific mission. Such a work order would specify the tasks
to be accomplished in sufficient detail to allow the Task
Planner to request the necessary resources. Our current
approach is to construct a work order in a similar fashion to
software install scripts, typically in a structured language
like X M L .
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5. DEVELOPING A TAXONOMY FOR
LOCALIZED VERSUS GLOBAL
PLANNING AND SCHEDULING
One of the most difficult decisions in any distributed system
is that of architecting the level of independent, distributed
scheduling and resource management versus the level of
centralized control. This difficulty is inherent in a multiagent system whether it is autonomous or not[5].
Autonomy of a system can be distributed or centralized to
varying degrees. It is the attainable independence of the
agents in a system that governs how distributed the
scheduling and resource management function can be, and
bow centralized the scheduling and resource management
functions should be. Although CIRCA will provide
guarantees of task completion based in the failure
preemption strategies, it is still necessary to evaluate the
balance between fully autonomous agent capabilities where
each agent acts in its own self interest, and centralized
planning of all resources. Our approach takes the middle
ground with a central coordinator (the Orbital Platform
planner in our example) which supervises the task
generation, bidding and execution to guarantee overall best
completion according to a global set of constraints.

6. CONCLUSIONS
There are several key issues to be addressed to develop a
highly automated remote servicing capability for orbital
platforms.
The common issues of dynamic resource
allocation and tasking are complicated by a highly dynamic
environment where everything is in motion. In addition,
the system must be developed using standard interface
layers to accommodate the technology and mission changes
likely to occur during the life of the platform.
We are
investigating the application of the CIRCA collaborative
control technology currently being developed for
autonomous UAV control to the space environment
incorporating our experience with large scale resource
planning and scheduling gained from operations with large
commercial satellite networks.
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